Atmospheric or Outdoor Air Quality Probe
LoRa or LoRaWAN
The LoRa radio module or the EnOcean Radio module are plugged in the same place.
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Setting up the Atmospheric Air Quality (AAQ) probe in LoRa mode
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Setting up the Atmospheric Air Quality (AAQ) probe in LoRa mode

1. Join the network:
Choose between private and public mode on the module:
By default, the module is in public mode. You can switch to private mode thanks to a jumper between two
pins (as shown in the picture below). Please note that this operation have to be done power-off.
The mode will be applied at boot. The Green LED on the module is blinking at start: once for public mode
and twice for private mode
Activate the OTAA (Over The Air Activation) mode in the Web platform of one of the LoRa Network
Supplier (ex: Orange or objenious for Bouygues, …) or into your own LoRa Gateway (in public mode).
In order to activate the OTAA, you’ll have to enter the following Keys:
Key

Bits

Bites

Content

Hexadecimal Content for entry

Device EUI

64

8

“Unique”

Scan the Radio module Datamatrix (QR code
equivalent) and/or given by the supplier

Application EUI

64

8

IAQ-Data

given by the supplier

Application Key

128

16

“Unique”

given by the supplier.

These keys are transmitted by mail to the client
The DevEUI is available :
As a DataMatrix on the module,
In clear on the side of the black casing and on the product carton box.
The DataMatrix can be read with Smartphone and specific hand scanners (as shown in the picture below)
With the DevEUI, you can link it with the other keys given by the supplier and link the right device to your
Account.
The DevEUI is available as a DataMatrix on the radio module. To be more specific, on the black case
(sideway) and on the box. You can use a smartphone or an appropriate barcode reader to scan the
DataMatrix. Furthermore you can associate it with the other code that will be furnished thereafter.
DataMatrix

LED connected to
LoRaWAN
network

Space for the
private mode
jumper

The radio module will be automatically recognized at startup by the LoRaWAN network. A green LED
will be turned on as the radio module is connected to the LoRaWAN network.
Beware of the recording on an operated network. This operation may require a few cycles of radio
emission.
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2. Setting the emission rate of LoRa
The emission rate only depends on the network operator and the contract between the parties. Most of the
time it is allowed to transmit every 10 minutes on average in an operated network. The transmitting rate
can be faster in a private network.
If nothing is specified, the transmitting rate of the LoRa radio module will be assessed to 1 transmission
every 10 minutes.
Emission rate is configurable by downward path. In order to do so you can send the following command:
0x01 0xdd 0xdd
-

0x01: command number in order to change the cycle time (see chapter 6.2.2).
0xdd 0xdd: time delay between two frames in minutes. This delay will be updated at the next frame
sending.

3. Telegram used in LoRaWAN messages
3.1.

LoRaWAN messages content

By default the probe is sending a Telegram containing a series of DATA set every 10 minutes.
Every DATA set has its own profile (T° +RH, PM, noise, Gas 1, Gas 2, Gas 3)
The LoRa module sends periodically 2 series of measurements distributed over the emission rate. This
message must be time-stamped at the reception. The database which is recording the data must time stamp
the telegrams.

LoRa Telegrams’ format

3.2.

3.2.1.

Upward path

QAA LoRa telegram:
Sensor’s
presence

Frm
QAA

1
byte

1
byte

Frm
LoRa
Module
1
byte

Emission
rate

Battery
state

2
bytes

1
byte

RH

T°

PM

Bruit

Gaz 1

Gaz 2

Gaz 3

1
byte

2
bytes

4
bytes

3
bytes

3
bytes

3
bytes

3
bytes

2x

Total 44 bytes
Sensor’s presence byte detail :
Bit
0
1 = T°, RH active
1
1 = PM active
2
1 = Noise active
3
1 = Gas 1 active
4
1 = Gas 2 active
5
1 = Gas 3 active
6
1 = Battery active
7
Reserved
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QAA and LoRa Firmware version byte detail:
Firmware Version
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Bits 4 to 7: integer
Bits 0 to 3: floats
Valid range: 1.0 à 16.16
Emission rate byte detail:
Emission rate in minutes
Value is set to 0 by default which is corresponding to an emitting rate of 1 every 10 minutes. Please note
that values above 720 are also corresponding to the default value.
Range is going from 1 minute to 12 hours.
Valid range : 0-720 minutes (12 hours).
Battery state byte detail:
Battery state
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Bit 7 : 0 = %, 1 = hours
Valid range: 0 to 100 in %, 0 to 125 in hours
Measurement range: 0 to 100 % or 0 to 125 hours
Resolution: 1% or 1 hour / LSB
RH byte detail
RH
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Valid range: 0/255 LSB
Measurement range: 0 à 100%RH
Resolution: 0.39%/LSB
Temperature byte detail :
Unused
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

T(°C)
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Valid range: 0/1023 LSB
Measure range: -20 to +60°C
Resolution: 0.07°C/LSB
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PM 4 bytes detail:
PM (high)
PM 10
7

6

5

4

3

2

PM (mid high)
PM 2.5
1

PM (low):
- Bit 0 :
-

Bit 1 :

-

Bit 2 :

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

PM (mid low)
PM 1

1

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

PM (low)

0

7

6

5

4

0  PM 1 not active
1  PM 1 active
0  PM 2.5 not active
1  PM 2.5 active
0  PM 10 not active
1  PM 10 active

Valid range: 0/511 LSB
Measure range: 0 to 511 µg/m3
Resolution: 1 µg/m3/LSB
Noise 4 bytes detail:
Noise (high)
Noise mean
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Noise (mid)
Noise peak
0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

7

Noise (low)
Unused
6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Valid range peak and mean: 0/1023 LSB
Measure range: 17.7 to 120 dBa
Resolution: 0.1 dBa
Gas 3 bytes detail:
Concentration (high)
Concentration (low)
Gas concentration
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Gas ID
Gas identification
0

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Concentration:
Valid range: 0/65535 LSB
Measure range: 0 to 65535 µg/m3
Resolution: 1 µg/m3 / LSB
Gas identification:
Value Gas
0
NOX with multiplication factor of 0.1 (Resolution 0.1µg/m3)
1
NO2 with multiplication factor of 0.1
2
O3 with multiplication factor of 0.1
3
H2S with multiplication factor TBD
4
SO2 with multiplication factor TBD
5
Ammoniac with multiplication factor TBD
6
Reserved
…
Reserved
254
Reserved
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3.2.2.

Timestamp

The difference between 2 measurements send depends on the emission rate. As an example :
For one emission every 2 minutes
one measurement every minute
For one emission every 10 minutes
one measurement every 5 minutes (default value)
For one emission every 20 minutes
one measurement every 10 minutes
For one emission every 40 minutes
one measurement every 20 minutes
The gateway receiving telegrams must timestamp measurements keeping in mind that the order between
two measurements is going from the latest to the newest.
Example:
Cycle
9h00
9h02.30
9h02.30
Measure time
1
Measurement nb
9h00
Emission

3.2.3.

9h05
9h05
2

9h07.30
9h07.30
3

9h10
9h10
4
9h10

Downward path

Configuration data transmission is set on port 2:
Byte 1
Command code
0x01
0x02
Total: 6 bytes.

Byte 2

Byte 3

Emission rate in minutes
Reserved
Reserved

Emission rate command 0x01 :
This command allows to set the emission rate. The bytes reserved for setting up the emission rate are
corresponding to a delay between to frames expressed in minutes. This delay will be updated at the next
sending.
The default value is zero which is corresponding to an emitting rate of 1 every 10 minutes. Please note that
values above 720 are also corresponding to the default value.
The range is therefore going from 1 minute to 12hours.

4. Low Range Wireless Area Network (LoRaWAN) architecture
LoRaWAN topology is star mode: the end devices are communicating with gateways. These gateways
centralize messages and communicate then to the network managing server. The link between gateways
and server relies on broadband technologies (Ethernet, 4G…).
All the intelligence, meaning the adaptive debit management, data security or received data redundancy, is
ensured by the network server. The former is also communicating with one or several applicative server
with which application suppliers are exploiting data(s) of their equipment(s).
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Figure 1: LoRaWAN network architecture

In fact, one of the particularities of a LoRaWAN network is that one equipment is not only communicating
through a gateway. Every single gateway linked to the equipment can receive data from it.

5. LoRaWAN public network
Here is an example of the covered French network area for Objenious (Bouygues Telecom) and Orange,
the main suppliers.
Objenious (Left) & Orange (Right)
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6. LoRaWAN private network
It is possible for private companies, non-operating companies or territorial collectivities to deploy their
own LoRaWAN at small costs.
Be careful not confusing private network with private mode. In fact private gateways can operate in public
mode or private mode.

7. LoRa
LoRa is using only the link layer protocol. It is perfectly suitable for point-to-point communications. The
LoRa module from the Atmospheric Air Quality (AAQ probe) is compatible with LoRa and LoRaWAN.

7.1.

Class

The protocol is defining 3 class of equipment. Those are classified as A, B or C. The A class must be
implemented in every equipment as a matter of compatibility. Some equipment can switch classes during
their functioning period.
Class A: This class has the lowest energy consumption. Whenever an equipment has data to send, it is
doing it without any control and then it opens 2 successive listening windows to catch possible messages
from the server. The recommended periods for those windows are 1 minute for the first one and 2 seconds
for the following window. The server can send registered message to the equipment only during this
period. The E4000NG probe is only working in class A mode.
Class B: This class is a compromise between low energy consumption and bidirectional communication.
Those equipment open receiving windows during programmable periods. The server is setting up those
periods by sending periodic messages.
Class C: This class is consuming the most of energy comparing to the other ones. Bidirectional
communication are possible without programmable messages. The equipment has a permanent listening
window opened.

7.2.

Activation in a LoRaWAN

Before every LoRaWAN communication, equipment needs to get key session. This is done following an
activation procedure. There are two methods: Over-The-Air Activation (OTAA) or Activation By
Personalization (APB). The radio module of the AAQ is unable to use the ABP method.

7.2.1.

Over The Air Activation (OTAA)

To be activated via OTAA the equipment must transmit a join request to the network. Three parameters are
requested in the device:




DevEUI, a unique identifier (type EUI 64) of the equipment.
AppEUI, identifier of the application provider (EUI 64).
AppKey, AES 128 key determined by the equipment provider.

The equipment send through the network a join request containing DevEUI, AppEUI and MIC calculated
with the AppKey. This request is transmitted to the registry server which verify the MIC through the
AppKey (which has been given earlier). If the equipment is approved by the registry server a join accept
message is send to the equipment.
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This answer contains data from which the device is going to calculate the session keys (network and
applicative). Among the data contained in this message is also present the Device Address (DevAddr) over
32 bits which will be used by the equipment to communicate through the network.

Figure 2: Over The Air Activation

At each new session the session keys are renewed.
All the mechanisms are managed by management and registry server. The concentrators relays every
information transmitted by the equipment in their covered zone. The later may be activated or not.

7.3.

Regionals specificity

LoRaWAN specification slightly variate from one region to the other. The europeen, north american and
asian market have different spectrum attribution and licensing requirements. More details in the
following table:
Region

Supported

EU
EU
US & CA

Yes
Yes
Yes

Frequency
[MHz]
868
433
915

CN
AS
IN
KR
RU

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

779
923
865
920
868

Duty cycle
<1 %
<1 %
<2 % (LB<250 kHz) or <4 % (LB>=250 kHz)
transmission time < 0.4 s
<0.1 %
<1 %
Non
Non
<1 %

Transmitted
power
+14 dBm
+10 dBm
+20 dBm
+10 dBm
+16 dBm
+20 dBm
+10 dBm
+16 dBm

The LoRa software stack covers most of the regions but cannot adapt automatically. The software will be
compilated for a country which will be indicated on a label on the radio module. Country code ISO2 will
be used as shown in the previous table. Don’t forget to indicate the country when ordering (Europe
868Mhz by default).
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To optimize performances, the antenna is furnished and adapted at most to regional spectrum.

8. Example of Codec for Objenious
{
"attributes": {
"sensor_dummy" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1,
"hidden": true
},
"sensor_Open_Calc" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_Presence_Calc" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_Open_Sensor" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_Presence_Sensor" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_PM" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_VOC" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
"sensor_CO2" : {
"type": "bool",
"length": 1
},
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"CO2_Value": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 8,
"divide": 255,
"multiply": 5000
},
"humidity": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 8,
"divide": 2
},
"temperature": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 8,
"divide": 5
},
"CO2_Dummy1": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 1,
"hidden": true
},
"CO2_BatAutonomy": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 3
},
"CO2_Dummy2": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 4,
"hidden": true
},
"VOC_Value": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 16,
"multiply": 10
},
"PM10_Value": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 9
},
"PM2_5_Value": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 9
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},
"PM1_Value": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 9
},
"PM_Dummy": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 5,
"hidden": true
},
"State_Dummy":{
"type": "uint",
"length": 6,
"hidden": true
},
"State_Window": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 1
},
"State_Occupancy": {
"type": "uint",
"length": 1
}
},
"format":[
{"attributes":["sensor_dummy","sensor_Open_Calc","sensor_Presence_Calc","sensor_Open_Sensor","se
nsor_Presence_Sensor","sensor_PM","sensor_VOC","sensor_CO2"]},
{
"repeat":
[
{
"attributes": [
"CO2_Value","humidity","temperature",
"CO2_Dummy1","CO2_BatAutonomy",
"CO2_Dummy2",
"VOC_Value",
"PM10_Value","PM2_5_Value","PM1_Value",
"PM_Dummy",
"State_Dummy",
"State_Window","State_Occupancy"
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],
"time_offset": "(-loop_index-1)*150"
}
]
}
]
}
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